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"Wishing a Merry-Christmas and a H?lppy New Year to_all of our-readers~'
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Drinan calls for new
U.S. foreign policy
..

..,

'

BY JEFF McHENRY.

caused by the United States' policies.
Among the examples he cited is
. Like his years in Congress, the lec- the use of the CIA to destabilize the
ture given by the Reverend Robert countries of Chile, Nicaragua and
Diinan, S.J., at Xavier Monday night Guatemala, ":hose regimes had made
was spiced with controversy.
.
attempts JO cure poverty.
Fr. Drinan, presently a law proAnother example of poor policy,
fessor at ·Georgetown University, was Drinan said, is the creation of the
described by Dr. Paul Knitter, Xavier false notion of a pro-communist verTheology Department, as "admifed sus anti-communist-struggle· i~;~ Latin
and deplored." the former Massa- America. This notion is a ploy to hide
chusetts ·congressman spoke to a capitalistic exploitation, he said.
The final example, and perhaps
capacity crowd in the University
Center Theatre on ''American Re- . the. most publicized, is the giving of
sponse to Human Rights in Latin foreign aid to several Latin American
. America" as ·-part of the· O'Brien countries. In Drinari's opinion, this
foreign aid, mos~ of which takes the
Seminar Series.
Latin America, ··which makes up form of military aid, is used to mainhalf of the Catholic Church, is a rna:-' tain corrupt, oppressive
jor concern to the Church hierarchy. governments.
According to the figures presented by
Fr. Drinan, 50 percent of the peo'Mter the Carter Administration, a
pie in Latin America have incomes of period which Fr. Drinan described as
less than $100 per year. Five percent a "highpoint-in foreign policy,'' the
of the people, he ~aid, own more Reagan Administration resumed the.
.
than 90 pc;rcent of the wealth in these "corrupting_policies."
News Reporter

This flendlsJ1:1~oking~devl_ce Is ihe Infamous "Immobilizer" used by
·Xavier, Pollc;e--to ·detain persistent.· breakers· of. Xavier parking regula·
tlons. (Photo by Tony Martino).
·
·

j

of foreign aid, he asked the audience
to contribute to organizations such as
UNICEF. In this way, help would go ,
directly to the poor.
Finally, Fr. Drinan called for ·an
honest evaluation of all foreign
policy.·
The audience, well-behaved during the presentation, burst-into chaos
during the question and answer session. Several persons shouted their
opposition to Fr. Drinan's refusal to
support anti-abortion legislation.
Others acJ:used him of being a Communist sympathizer.
But the majority of the audience
applauded many of his views.
Fr. Drinan seemed accustomed to
the mixed feelings. He refused to
answer the · questions which he
thought were irrelevaPt. As a result,
several members of the audience
became angry.
As tempers flared, an unknown
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-~ . &;r:~~j~~~;ff ~fi~::::~f~s~~!a~~r.
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BY MARGARET SHEA · ·

· urinating in public ... and committing acts of
.·vandalism" after they left the bar.
~Basing their charge_ on informatio~ supplied
Norwood police iuresi:ed a .Xavit:r. student
and two companions last Friday· night in front by the owners of Margie's, the association
of Margie's Saloon, 42S.Carthage Avenue, Claimed· that the patrons causing the disturcharging them with intoxication and disorderly . bances were
students.' .
.
.
.
.. .
.. . .
.
. ..
.
conduct.
,
They W!:re held in jail" for six. hours and each·: . · H6wever,Jackle Tholotowsky, the organizawas given a $35 fine, according to the student._· tion's public relations officer, noted that she
She also daims that the Norwood Police did .· .· has ~)so witne_ssed "- group of students from the .· ·
not allow them to take a sobriety test or per~ it · College of Moum 'Saint Jos~ph causing disturbthem to be· released on bail. She intends-to take ·•ances after leaving Margie's.
legal action against the department. .
. ..These .. incide~ts usually occur weekly beThe 'arresting officer; John· ·Braun, did not ·tween 10:30 p;ril. on Thursday and 1:30 a.m.
wish to comment on the arrest.' . : .· .. '• :
on Friday. Greg ·Rogers, who along .with his
These two arrests came in the wake of weeks brother John ~a5 ·,owned Margie's for about one
of complaints by the Norwood F()unhWard'~ ·.year; said thatl:hereare usually between·so and
Residents' Association · about patrons •· _:of 90 people in the bar on Thur5day nights and 90
Margie's "playing loud .music, yelling!'" . percent of'th_em are XU s~udents.
. .-·New~ Re!!Orter·

.
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See Norwood Fourth Ward
Residents' Association's
letter to the Xavier News,
page:·7..
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Strange. mall in dorm brings
weekend security into question
'

,:••

.

'

I

.

.stranger asked her for a kis~ and made '.president of Student Government ..
references to. producing a knife if she Donaldson added that'the possibility
Xavier officials are con~idering the . ~id~'t comply. At this ~ime,the girl's . of keeping a re~ord of the. length of.
·possibility of revamping .the _weekend ·roommate awakened and the , man .·time 'security takes to respond to each
campus. security_ force after' :an •· fled.· ·
·· · ·
··
call is being examined.·Fr. Currie is
unidentified male escaped a:pprehen- .. · •· .(\ccording to Becker, Xavi~rseruri- aware of the. problem, Donaldson
sion after threat~ning tw'o• female ty was'notified, but was delayed due· said.
·
·'
·
students in their dorm · room · last to problems in finding the proper .
month..
· .
· .
keys ..to· the dorms, The graduate·
· Dan Wood, chief of Xavier Police,
The intruder, who was described as ass_istant on duty wa$ called; and; he . :-· said that tht: security service, Active
a black··.male in his: 20's, 6~7'' . iit unll)(ked the door for the security 'of- ... Detective Bureau; is contracted to
height land weighing approximately . ficer; The ~fficer searched -'the dorm ._' 'patrol the campus from _Friday night .
'-170 pounds, was thought ~() ~ave:· _until5:00 a.m, but the su~pect WaS_ until11:00 p:m. on Sunday. Wood
entered Kuhlman Hall at about 4:00: .diodound;_. ··.·.. '· , •·· ·,· •· . •
.added that there is proposal to _ex·
a.m .. on Saturday; November 20~ a:c- ···Several:. Xavier officials have. raised . tend regular_campus p()lice .coverage
cording· to Ro_ben Bcicker, director'of . questionnboutthe:current-.employto the weekends;.
.
residenc~ life ..• ·....
. . ·:
. ment of a cont~ct security service on . .Both Becker
.WoOd said that
'The ~an'entered·the rooin of two. weekends: '''nie big problem seems'. 'the. intruder probably entered. the
women students,. who had fallen 'to be why the calltook so long to be
dorm througli a propped-open door .
. "Luckily no one w_asinjured and
. asleep . watching television~ When an!Werc;d by die weekend. security
·one :of the wo01en awaken~d, the force," said Jack Donaldson, vice· nothing w~ stolen;" Becker sai~; .
·-BY JOHN FOGARTY
News Editor
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· The area aroundMargie's Saloon is part of
Norwood's Fourth Ward. The president pf the
Residents' Association, Janet Kennedy, . said
that the group was formed to ''try to improve
the neighborhood ana make it a better place to
live."

Last month, the group sponsored a meeting
with the Norwood Police and the owners of
A meeting between representatives of Xavier Margie's at which suggestions were made to·
and the· ResidentS' Association was held Mon~ · help alleviate the problem.
Captain Robert Belleman of. the Norwood ·
day nightto discuss the problem. Rod Shearer,
Xavier's vice presideiu and dean of Stude~t · Police said that the area will be patrolled more
closely, especially on Thursday nights. Officers
Development, proposed possible solutions.
Shearer said that XU's Pep Club has agreed· have already begun to ticket cars parked too
·
to try to keep order among students leaving the close to· residents' driveways.
· Meanwhile, the owners of Margie's are plan·
bar. He also ~aid that he intends to approach
the owners of Margie's to suggest that they hire ning 50-car parking lot which they expect to
an off-duty·policeman.
be completed by next spring.

.·. :·
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UPDATE
LIBRARY HOURS
·McDONALD MEMORIAL LIBRARY
END-OF-SEMESTER HOURS
..
Sunday, December 12, 1982 ................... 2:00p:m~-1:00a.m.
Monday- Thursday, December l~-16 .. : ........ 8:00a.m.- 1:00a.m ..
Friday, December 17 .......... , ............. 8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m.
Saturday, December 18 .. ; ................ : .. 8:00a:m.- 1:00p.m.
Sunday, December 19 ........................ ' ........ CLOSED
CHRISTMAS BREAK
.
(December 19, 1982 -January 12, 1983)
Monday- Friday ............................ 8:00a.m. -5:00p.m.·
Saturday - Sunday .................................... CLOSED .
December 23-24, 30-31 .......... ·..................... CLOSED
SPRING SEMESTER
Thursday, January 13, 1983 ......... : ....... Regular hours resume.
·
BRENNAN MEMORIAL LIBRARY
EDGECLIFF CAMPUS
December20-22: ............ 9:00a.m. -12:00, 1:30p.m. -4:30p.m.
December 23- January 2 ............................... CLOSED
MARION HALL
··
Applications are. now being accepted for residence in Marion Hall
next semester. Please contact Mr. Robert Becker in the Housing Depart- .
mentor Rich Berning at 745-3231 by December 17.
··
VOCAL MUSIC
·
Tenor Christopher Wakley will perform an evening of vocal music on
January 11, 1983, at 8:00p.m. Selections from Mozart, Depa.rc, yerdi,
Bizet, Vaughan, Williams and Handel will be heard. Adr'!u~swn Js free
to X U undergraduates, and all others will pay a $~ adm1ss1on charge.
Frederic Gahr will accompany Mr. Wakley at the plano.
SCHEDULE OF SUMMER SESSIONS
The schedule of Summer Session classes will be posted on the Summer Sessions Bulletin Board in Alter Hall by Friday, December 10.
Printed scheautes of courses will be available by the end of February.
JOB FAIR
,
...·.
· · .
· .
Tlie:17th annual Columbus Area Careers Conference Js scheduled
December 21 from 1:00-5:00 p.m. at Capital University, Pleasant Ridge
Avenue, Columbus, Ohio. This one-day Job Fair will permit employers
to exhibit career information about their companies. St~dents will have .
the opportunity to make contact with a variety of employers without
committing to conference-site interviews. This career c~nference· provides excellent exposure at no cost for students graduaung from. twoand four-year institutions of higher education betwee~;t August 1, 1982,
and December 31, 1983. Students are strongly encouraged to bring
their resume~ for distribution.
ROBOTS CONTROL DISCUSSION
J .. Timothy Heile of Cincinnati Milac.ron will speak. as a p~rt of t~e
Frederick A. Hauck Physics Lecture Senes on the subject of mdustnal
robots. The lecture will be free to the public and held Thursday,
December 9 at 2:30 p.m. in Alumni Hall, Room 103, on the Xavier·
University campus.
·
·
XAVIER TUTORS KIDS
Xavier's· graduate reading· program is again. offc::rin!? a 12-week
tutorial series for first ro eighth graders. Sesswns begm Saturday,
January 29, 1983, 11:15-12:45 p.m., iri the Joseph Building at 1024
Dana A.enue. Tuition is $45.00 an4,~ignup. deadline is December 1).
For more informati9n, call745-36~~::ff!:~ ... ·
CONTEST
.
. ·: ·· >:. .. ,
Officers of student organizations in'ter~sted ·in raising money for their
organization by participating in the WSKS Pitfall! Treasure Hunt Con:
test can obtain.more information by calling Gold Cjrcle (5375 Ridge) at
631-3900 or Elder-Beerman (Swifton) at 7~1-7400. ·
SKIING
.
Xavier's Outdoor Club is planning a Saturday of skiing at the Mad ·
River Mountain Resort on January 22,. The price is $35 (in advance) and
sign-up is located at the Information Desk in the University Center.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' HEALm INSURANCE .
All international students covered by this plan should stop in
McGrath Health Center, Kuhlman Hall, to get their I.D. Insurance
Cards and a resume of the coverage.
SPEAKERS CHAIRMANSHIP
Student Government is now accepting applications for .the Speakers .
Committee Chairmanship. Applications should include name, address,
phone number, previous experience and the reason why the applicant
should be chosen. The deadline is November 9. For further information·, call x3560.
·
XAvi:EifPIANO. SERIES
Australian Pianist Kathryn Selby will present a program of works by
J.S. Bach, Mozart, Bartok, Debussy and Schubert on December 12,
·
1982, in the fourth of nine recitals in the Xavier Piano Series.
The fifth program features Mary Keymel, a member of the faculty at
Edgecliff College, onJamiary 16, performingse!ections from the music ·
of Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Bart6k.and Schumann.' · '·
Both recitals will be held in the·University Theatre at 2:00 p.m:
Tickets are free to XU undergraduates; more information is available at
745-3201.
.

Finals fright?. Don't panic;
·endurance, good .sense •help
I

'

,

BY EVELYN DZURILLA

result of too much being taken internally. ·
Do not neglect yourself. ·Rest and relaxation are
important for staying aleri and hea,thy as well as
reducing tension and anxiety. ''Studies show,''
Barry said, "that you need a little anxiety to be alert
but that cognitive activity drops off sharply after
that level."
.
Hence,· don't panic, and bew,are of panicky
friends. "PaniC is infectious!" Barry suggested,
"Lock your 'door and ·keep. distractions out. Also,
get·inside.. temptations out of_the way. Such things
.
.
.
only promote procrastination.!'
So, try to visualize finals week as an endurance
contest. The key concepts to remember for winning
are organizing your time, not procrastinating any
·further, getting proper nutrition; enough sleep and
rest, and trying to maintain that optimal :level of
anxiety.
.·
·
·
·
.
Stay alert, but don't go over the deep edge. Barry
proposed. that those who show some anxiety know
that they care,' while those who go irito finals with
no concern whatsoever should ·''re-examine why
they are here!"
·
There is hope, just don't pa_riic.

NIWI Reporter

So, you haven't bee~ to classes in the past three
weeks. You .didn't take any comprehensible notes
for those classes you did attend. You can't·find any
text books under all the diny laundry. You haven't
·seen ·~real" food since last break. And, to top it all
off, finals are next. week! "Don't panic!:' declared
Dr. Norman Barry, chairman of the Psychology
Departm~nt.
·
"Ideally," Barry advised, "the best way to
prepare for finals is to start on the first. day of
classes." This means being organized, going to
every class, paying attention and taking notes .. "It
amazes me that students will come to class and not
take .notes," Barry related. "I always tell students
that what I say in class is-possible test material." If
you don't have notes, genhem.
·
From research;· psychologists know that retention
of what is learned is better with ''spacedlearning''.
or learning over time. Studies have also revealed.
that humans are prone to procrastinate. Hence,
"mass learning", .or "cramming", is a. reality in
which, as Barry .noted, ''the biggest problem . is
keeping things straight.''
·
. ·
. In order to cram and still retain some sanity, there·
are certain common sense "secrets" of which to be
aware. "Students should know their limits," Barry
stressed. "If you have to do an 'all-nighter,' for instance, break up the study into secti~ns. If nothing
is going in, take a short, refreshing break or quit for ·
the night. Don't squander your strength:" It is a.lso
very important to eat properly, relax, get enough ·
sleep and have good ventilation in your room. In:..
other words, become as comfortable as possible.
Good ventilation means plenty of fresh air. Barry
reminds those who smoke to open a window from
time 'to time. and dear outthe smoke, since "those
who smoke will tend to do more of it [while under
stress)."
· ·
Try to ·stay on your normal schedule of taking
meals so that. your energy level doesn't _drop
drastically. Barry stated, "If you like to snack while
studying, go· ahead. Try high energy foods, like
fruit. Don't try to study while you are hungry; it's a
distraction." As an incentive, a student should treat
him/he.rself U:ter periods of suc~essful stU~y; ~~i.f:" ,
_somethmg enJoyable;:.Food, fnends; .TV, .l,g)it• .·
reading or a walk are'all great as long aS:theydort'f'·:
prohibit a student from returning to his or her work.
"Even coffee·or other caffeinated beverages can
be good for you," Barry pointed out, but he also
warned· that "caffeine poisoning" is a possible

.
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Chevrolet
cavalier.
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E~oy N·atlonal's

· holiday rates. ·

You pay for gas and return car to. renting location.·
Rate applies to car shown or similar-size car. Is
non-discountable. Specific cars subJect to
·
availability. TWo-day minimum. Rate available from
noon Thursday, December.16 to noon Monday,
· January 10.
.
·. .
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.
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·, PERDAY ·
·.UNLIMITED
,
. FREE .
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National Car Rental

vou ·deser\le ·.National attentlortm

Kathryn Selby ·
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11320 Chester Road (MarrlottJnn) · :. . . . . . . . . . • . . . 772·1022
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Bumper Stickers
. May come in orlly a .few size.s, but their me~sages certainly
vary. _(Photos by Tony Martino)~
·
·

Some are supposed to be just fun to read.

Everyone, of course, has to promote their favorite music.

No lack of provincialism either.

Ttlen there are ~he usual political statements ....

. . . the possibly political

. . . and the apolitical.

SG _compensation issue in ~imbo-.;.'

Monetary allowances, tultlon SG president and vice presidents at
remission, academic credit or ;l sum- this meeting, however. Karen Funk,
D~cisions r~garding compe1_1sation mer job at Xavier (for the SG presi- a senator opposing the idea of
for future . presidents , lind · vice . dent) are_ compensation possibilities compensation .. feels that the job
presidents of Student Government for future SG administrations.
· should be voluntary. She thinks that
(SG) have been postponed in· it would lead to requests for compendefinitely, according to Tony Bramer,
Several senators raised serious ob- sation from leaders of other organizaSG president.
jections to the compensation of the tions and "it would be hard to draw
·the line." In addition, Funk believes
that other . non-monetary options
should be explored, such as adding a
fourth person to share the work load.
GIVE·S
WI-IAT
After a special senate meeting held
ACLOCK CAN'T
· on November 20, Bramer decided
not to submita formal proposal on
the matter of compensation to the
Budget Review Board at this time
and to have Senate look into other
options.
• Can lncreue reading speed 2·7 tlmea
SPEND
according to. difficulty of materlall.
At the regular Senate meeting on
TIME .
• Retain and recall more of what you've read.
Monday, November 8, a proposal was
e New Improved Speed Readlnf. courH designed for
TO SAVE
passed "endorsing the concept of
....,., ~"don"' 0.....,,..,, o ~.ii.usln~ss persone.· , TIME I
Clll DIJI, Evtnlllll or Wttb•
compensation and encouraging furforDefllll
.
ther investigation," said Bramer. A
' (513) 821-2288
· special meeting to discuss the issue
Come VIsit -Our Center
was held Saturday, November 20. A
7719 ·Reading· Road
vote to rescind the endorsement failCincinnati, OH
'
.
.
45237
ed to meet a needed two-thirds maSlent.y H. Kepiett Blellrtlllough In ~epid Reedlnfl .
jority, so the endorsement still
stands .
... BY PEGGY MORSE

.

New• Reporter
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.Do you-have a problem wakln~ up
·
every morning? .
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Three-west Kuhlman Hall,
Two-east .Husman Hall and the
ground floor central wing of
Brockman Hall emerged as the
victors in a pizza-ordering contest
sponsored by Domino:s Pizza in
Norwood.·
··
The pizza-ordering competi-.
tion was among the wings in each
building. The wings which
ordered the most pizzas during
·the week of November 15-21
received a free pizza party on a
night of their choice.

Plans to build
. connecting road
between parking
lots is scrapped ·
BY BILL KRONENBERGER

Dan Manin, seriior resident of
the victorious Three-west wing in
Kuhlman d~imed that his wing
ordered a total of ~7 pizzas in'that
week. ''We cashed in for the prize
[December 3] and ordered ... 33
pizzas.''
Each pizza, no matter the kind
or size, was worth the same
amount of points.
·
Building sales for' Domino's
and "(providing] a good relationship with the dorm students livi~g
(at] XU" were cited as reasons for
the contest by Domino's Manager
Sam Stokely. He add.ed that many·

Thursday;~oece~ber 9, 1982

St.udent· loses.· papers,
books in car break-in

Partiers ·pig-out
for pizza prize
BYUMARAJER

~

..•

Junor marketing· major Stan .·
Leshner found·. out last Thursday
afternoon that locking car doors is ·
not always enough to prevent theft of
things inside.
- While he was visiting the Cincinnati Zoo as pan of a Biology lab, his
car • parked on Drucy Ave· in front of
the Zoo, was broken into.
· ·.
"I think it was a professional J'ob,''

participants were first-time
Domino's customers.
The contest was also-~ success··
"because of the unity it promoted," according to Martin.

YOUR MESSAGE·

could appear in this space. The Xavier News publishes
.
12 Issues next semester, starting January 20.
Call Business Manager Mike Santen at 745·3607 to
re•erve your ad space now!

"I jusi: .wish they had, left my
notebooks because most of my finals
are cumulative," he said. Most of his
teachers, Leshner added, have been
cooperative when he explained his
situation.
·
The University of Cincinnati's
.Books_. tore told hiin that. t_his type of

incident happens frequeridy near the
. end of.the quaner or semester.
He· recommended that· other
·he said,. because "my doors were
locked and· I have the type of locks · s~ud~nt5 visiting the Zoo as part pf a
t"at you_ can't use a coat hanger'on. ".· class avoid le.aving things in their
· All of Leshner's books and·
notebooks, his contact lenses; check cars.
Dr. Stan Hedeen, chairman of the
book, saving·s passbook, .two Biology Department, concurred,
calculators; about 20 tapes, '$40 In -''When you're. goin_g on th_ ese field
cash and term papers were stolen ..
· trips, you have t() use the same com. The thieves also managed to open
·the· trunk and poke holes in the car's mon sense you'd use when parking
spare tire.
·
· your car anywhere else.''
.

TYPING SERVICE
No job too big or small.
Word Processor
.··. ·. ··Variety of types
·
Fast Service • Low Rates
Call 542·6738. Ask for Pat.

He said that the incident involying
Leshner' s car was the only such Occurrence on a field trip ·he knew of.
"Ten years ago we had a purse stolen
· at Krohn Conservatory,~' he said, but
to his knowledge there had been no
' major proble~ns since .then.

'THE STROH, BREWERY. OETROIT. MiCHIGAN'4822Ei

New• Reporter

Plans to build a road linking the
lower North Campus Parking Lot and
the U.S. Shoe Parking Lot will be
abandoned, according to .the
Reverend Charles L. Currie, S.].,
Xavier's president,
Fr. Currie stated that "the idea is
· essentially scrapped because of the
·difficulties encountered."
A steep grade between the parking
'ots ·posed a number of problems.
If the lots were joined by a straight
road, one hundred parking spaces
would ·have· been eliminated in the
lower Jot.
If the lots were joined by a-winding
road, problems with slippage of the
road would have occurred iri · a
-number of years. Also, the road
would have had to be built during
this school year, creating even more
parking problems. Fr. Currie concluded that the idea was not feasible.
Originally the idea called for a
road connecting the U.S. Shoe lot
and the lower part of the North Campus Parking Lot next .to Kuhlman
Hall. The road would have made the
U.S. Shoe lot more accessible to
students and visitors, improving the
parking situation at Xavier.
Currie noted that at times it is difficult for visiting groups t~ find parking within a couple of blocks of
Xavier, and the connecting road
would have made parking easier for
the visitors. The road would also have
·opened an easier path to the U.S.
Shoe lot if the other lot were full.
It was to be constructed at a cost of
$7~.000 with crushed cement obtained from the demolished U.S. Shoe
buildings.
He noted that a number of other
proposals are being considered for
the lots next to Kuhlman and for the
U.S. Shoe lot.
'
· First, Xavier is in: the ·.process of ·
securing zoning approval for a .rmid .
·'linking the North.Campus Lot with·
. Ledgewood Avenue. The road will exit the lot just north of the Pied Piper.

...

The U.S. Sh~e lot will be upgraded .and .landscaped. iftto an attractive
400-space· parking lot connected to
Herald Avenue .
.Finally, a parking pattei:n for notifying people when the North Campus Lot is full is being consi!lered.

TYPIST
, Term papers, theses, disser· .
tatlons, etc. Knowledge of
publication styles.
Electronic typewriter.
831-4281

Why not start off the·
· poker game with a winning
pair of sixes .. Qpen up ~with.
.
. .~:tw().~ix~pq~f<s.9fS~f'9hrlight.·,~: ·
, '"'i': the.great-tastu;lg ~r,that..,;':···
doesn't fill you' up. And with

plenty of St~oh Light a·r6und,
you're sure tq have a full house
before the end of the night
. II

·.

. .

,. . ·

'

. ·.. loolcs . like a . ·
stroll Ught night~

<
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.Xavier's WVXU broadcasts· its 25th· birthday
BY DAVm KIEFT

It was not until 1967 that WCXU
began its open broadcasting. This
WVXU, Xavier University's public was done with a weak ten-watt AM
radio station, will celebrate its 25th system. The station was in its tenth
anniversary of operation the week of year of operation. A low-power tenDecember 10-17.
watt FM license was granted in 1970.
The past 25 years have been ones The station could be heard over a sixof change and steady growth for xu· s mile· radius from XU. A telephone
radio station. The beginning of wire was ·run from the ·studios to
WVXU can be traced back to 195 7. It Walnut Hills and the WCPO-TV
was then called WXU.
antenna. The broadcast was sent out
The station was lo~ated in North on the airwaves to be received by the
Hall and operated under a closed . public.
broadcasting system. Only those peoThe station still wanted to reach
ple living in Brockman Hall could more people, however, and better
receive the transmission by plugging serve the Cincinnati public. In 1974,
their receivers into the wall. No air- lhe wattage was increased to 65 watts
with a ten-mile reception range.
waves were involved at this time.
-Again in 1976, the power was
wxu wanted to broaden its scope increased, as the station was granted
In 1958, the station went before Stu- . permission to install a 6,400 watt
dent Government (SG) in order to unit with a reception area of 50
·
be underwritten by SG. After money miles.··
was approved for the station, WXU
Another significant event in 1976
moved its studios to the basement of was the hiring of Dr. James King as
Albers Hall. The station was renamed general manager for the station. This
WCXU. During this time its broad- was a crucial move in updating and
caSts were still through a closed advancing the station.
"Swing Lady" Anne Wagner shows off her style and WVXU's equipment. (Photos by Mary Reilly).
system. The. station could. then be
WCXU converted from FM to FM
heard in Brockman, Hinkle and Stereo in 1977, at which time·the stastated the Reverend Lawrence Flynn, be disc jockeys," noted Fr. Flynn.
. In !<Joking back over the· last 25
Albers Halls.
S.J., former chairperson of the Com- There are currently around 45 years, Fr. Flynn noted, ''There has
tion -initiated its present call letters of
.
· been a great deal of progress over the
WCXU's next move came in 1963. wvxu.
munication Arts Department. _Fr. students working at wvxu
"We try to serve the public more years. The station has become much
The station deCided to run its closed
Flynn added, ''The students receive
WVXU was approved for Public
system to the College of Mount Saint Broadcasting and became a National
no pay or credit hours. What they directly. We also try to program more sophisticated and professional
Joseph and Edgecliff College. :
receive is valuable experience in the something for everyone," said Fr. over these past years.''
Public Radio member in 1981. This
Flynn. All types of programs are aired
"We· are trying to bring past and
In this same year, the studios were enables the station to receive governcommunication field.'' moved out of Albers Hall and into . ment funding. WVXU must keep
Many former WVXU students are on the station, with the exception of present members and listeners of
now employed by radio and tele- classicaL
Alter Hall, where they remain today. five full-time, paid employees on its
WVXU back together as a family for
The station is not after the big the anniversary," noted Fr. Flynn.
The studios were named Link Studios staff to continue as a member of . vision stations. Most of these people
in honor of Dr. Joseph Link, whose Public Broadcasting.
are now working in managerial and markets. Instead, it feels that everyThe anniversary celebration week
one's listening needs should be will end with a dinner on the night of.
administrative positions.
donations made the new facilities
"Students have always been the
December 17.
"Very few of our students go on to satisfied.
·
possible.
most important part of WVXU,''
·

New~
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Plal"'ning. resigns Speakers Committee chairmanship·
BY RUSLYN CASE

..

,

-

.

· obstacle

to implementing his

of its own. It is not a 'rubber stamp'
both ·members of the Speakers Comand I don't want it to be one.''
mittee, wrote a reply-to The Enquirer,
He feels that S,tudent Government published December-7, in which they
. is more political this year than in the · · denied that Xavier students. are
past. ','We have bi-weekly meetings apathetic· and mediocre. They
with Fr. Currie and J· serve on five claimed .that Planning's resignation
· university c()mmittees," he said.
"was done purely as.a publicity tactic
to ... take a swipe. ~t Student
Ice machines and video equipment Government.''
·.
. are just rwo·aspects of a much·larger
Both Len\1Vay and· Hanna felt tha~
··picture, Bramer feels. ·~student
Government has a -.yide variety of the lack of suppon ai: Westmorethings to work on. Students really land's speech was not due to student
just. see the service end of the. apathy- but •'the failure of proper
promotion ·to reach ·students · (and
organization."
·
. .
"We've done more this. year in the] public in time." Promotion was
dealing with the administration and the chairman's responsibility and
recommending changes,. but there is Planning did not fulfill his duty, they
a definite need to provide things for 'maintain.
the students," he said.

policies.
Mark Planning resigned a5 chair~
"Student Government could be
man of Student . Government's effective this year, but when someone
Speakers Committee on November like Tony Bramer, a person who
23. He did so in protest over com- believes the way to stimulate the.stuplaints about the publicity of the dent is to install ice machines in the
November 17 General William West- dorms and video equipment in the
moreland speech and over political Grill, is in charge, there ·is little
differences with Student Govern- chance Student Government will be
ment President Tony Bramer.
able to make a difference," he said.
Planning views SG as
forum for
Planning claimed that Bramer was student input and change." He said
not pleased with the committee's that Senate should have an active role
promotion of Westmoreland's in decisions and making recommen·speech. Bramer felt that .more. dations to the administration.
"It's a shame Mark saw the·need to
students would have attended tf the
event had been better publicized, ac- resign,'' said Bramer when _,asked
cording to Planning.
·
about Planning's resignation.
"I am confident that [the) com- "Everybody sees things in different
mittee did everything to publish the_ ways arid itis too bad that Mark felt.
event. We saturated the cainpus," these differences were big enough to
Reaction to Planning's resignation
Planning s:lid.
· . .
. . . , interfere with his work.-!!
and charges has been varied.
Bramer also complained about the
.Bramer stated · that. he did not. . Students Ed Martin, Sam O'Daniel,
·poor response to comedian Henny think the Westmoreland publicity Bob Horner,Joe Alto and Tom Staab·.
Youngman,. said Planning. - .·
was bad. However, he added that t~e wrote a letter, published in The CinIn addition to this, Planning also committee's efforts did not match ci,nllli Enquirer November 23, com- ·
resigned because.o.f "Tony .Bram~r's what other committees have done. · mending Planning's move and comcontradictory pohctes and hiS mamp- "Putting up 150 flyers and some menting on "the apathy and medioc~
ulative 'rubber stamp' use of the . posters cannot be considered p~bli- rity of the stud_ent
Xavie!
Senate to pass what he deems is good city," he said.
- .·...· ; . '{ \ . ~: ~~udents, _P:'~()~dt~g to· the!r : l~tter; ·
for the school."· Planning feels that ..· , Bramer does not feel that h~ mts,;;(~:. must re#!:z.e .. theu r~sponstbdlty to
Bramer does not. work with die~"- uses: Senate,. either. "Like any true and total educatton."
senators. but vievis them as an democratic body,· Senate h;as a mind.· · . Charles I.Cnway and Jean Hanna,
New• Reporter

"a

bodY:,'.'

"HOLIDAY SPECIAL"
FRAMED WER PRINTS
small - reg. S9 - Now S4,97
large- reg. S25- Now S14.97
Thurs. -X~vier ·University Center
Frt-Edgecliff. Sullivan Hall
If you miss the Sale.
·call and buy them · .
·•· ··directly· from the wholesaler

. ,:934-0145'891-1292
fSales reps• needed./ .

"Planning missed scheduled
meetings with various members of
the committee [and] materials under
his cafe were never distributed ... "
they wrote.

CPA CANDIDATES
IT'S NOT TOO LATE
FOR MAY
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On Bread and_ Bombs
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Frankly, we giVe
From time to time the Xavier News receives "campu~ life" surveys fr~m studentoriented organizations. Inevitably each survey contains a question like, "Do you think
students are more career-centered and less outward-looking than they were ten years
_ago?"
.
_.
.
Often implied in the phrasing of such questions is the idea that interest in getting
good grades and a good· job is somehow selfish and bad. Since students are now so selfcentered, the argument goes, they do not _spend as much time working for the downtrodden and promoting Big Social Change. · ' ·
A look at Xavier's campus demonstrates what nonsense all of the complaints _about
the "me generation" really is. It is true that students ar_eless politically active than in
the last decade but Xavier students have shown this semester~that they are definitely
eager to help other human beings in need.
.
_
.
.
An obvious example is Student Volunteers, with its Big Brothers, Big Sisters, College
Friends and other programs
.
During Food Week, meanwhile, Campus Ministry, ROTC and the XU Bookstore
joined in sponsoring "Share the Bread;',' a competition through which Xavier students
collected food for the residents of two local parishes. . .
Campus Ministry was also active in Cincinnati's "I Am Somebody, P_eriod" selfesteem campaign. Telling people that they are somebociy surely does more goQd ---:practically and spiritually - than· preaching hellfire and damnation.
·· ·
Both the students and the rest of the Xavier community participated- in the University's United Appeal drive. Other assorted activities include the sale of buttons to benefit jesuit high schools in Piurna, Peru, and the Apathy Day celebration of the electoral
process and voter registration drive. .
These and other examples of Xavier giving do not represent tribute paid to relieve
some type of' 'guilt trip.'' They are the actions of confident individuals who share in the ·.
celebration of living.
_
·
·
Come to think of it, isn'.t that supposed to be the purpose of Christmas?

.

'

.

-
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We subsldize _Soviet arms

Is America spending too much on defense?
Corp. of Vermont, These· machines could
manufacture balJ_ bearings which enabled the .
Yes- on the Soviet Union's defense!
Thanksgiving Day, as televiSion news reports
If there is one ·subject the mass media has -~soviets to producea new generation of ICBM's
Columnl•t
focused on the agony of the 12 million unemand assoned accessories which made .a nuclear
An interesting paradox occurred last mtinth ployed Americans, conjuring.up visions of The "kept the people dumb" on, it is this one.
"Pearl Harbor," unthinkable a few. years ago,
at Xavier. The conscience of our university's Grapes of Wrath, the White House announced · Congressman Larry McDomild .(D-Georgia)
,
community was pierced by two quite contra- a new plan to tax unemployment compen~ says the number one all-time beneficiaries of not so unthinkable to the Kremlin.
It is because of this new ''vulnerability'' that
American_ foreign aid-have been: the rulers of
dictory world outlooks. November 15~19 ·was sation.
the Pentagon · feels the MX missile is now
Of course, the White House· retracted the Russia.
Food Week .. On Wednesday of that· week,
necessary·_. a system which could ultimately
Research
Dr. Anthony Sutton, while
General William Westmoreland spoke on l)roposal after the storm of protest it unleash.·
__
campus.
ed. But significant cuts in social programs have, Fellow at the Hoover Institute for War, Revolu- cost usovei$100 billion.
Another project 'we've built with the Soviet
tion and. Peace, produced a· three-volume
The spomors of Food Week, · Campus already_ been made.
·
·
Fines levied by die Mine Safety and Health series, · Westem · Technology and Sof!iet leaders in Russia (they have generously supMinistry and Programs in Peace and
Justice/Eanhbread, believe that if you want Administration dropped by 30 percent and ·Economic Development. · Pan _of. this· ·was plied the slave labor) is the' Kama River and Zil
peace, you must work for justice. General mine accidents increased sharply. Social Securi- popularized irito a boOk:·. Natio'nal Suicir,(e: · ·truck plants. Kama ,is the 'largest heavy truck
Westmoreland believes, as expressed through ty Disability Benefits were cut and Medicaid Military Aid to tl,e Soviet Union, available at ~plant in the world. It is able to. produce
· ·
· 250,000 ·trucks and half again as many diesel
his actions, that if you want peace' you _must be reports hundreds of death,s that would not have most libraries. ·
. engines annually. Ar~strong tells. tis that most
prepared for war.
occurred if the benefits had been maintained.
of the · Soviet ·soldiers who rode . into
General Westmoreland will be remembered
Unemployment rises ·to post-Depression
Mghanistan rode in vehicles produced in these
for the historical context in which he operated. highs and for each one percent increase, 300
plants. Should we go on? We should, but space
That is, of course, as commander of American unemployed commit suicide. Who· is the
By Jerry Schutzman
grows shon.
· · ·
R~agan Administration trying to protect?
forces in Vietnam during the Vietnam War.
Armstrong noted that the supposed reasonCentral America .is the pr~e example of the
A few days before Food Week, the nation
Professor Sutton concluded ·that over 90 per~ ing for our aid is that increased trade makes the
memorialized the-57 ,000 young lives i:hat end- Reagan Administration's distoned world pic"
ed during the conflict in Vietnam. Many claim _ture. The more a government oppresses its peo- cent of Soviet military development was pro: Soviets more dependent on us. In fact, he
pie, the more military aid it receives ..
that they ~ere forgotten heroes. .
vided essentially by the U.S., Britain and- adds, it is actually only giving them more
I believe they were no more heroes than the
Every popular revolution-· is labeled com- France. Sutton testified exten$ively ~efore Con~ . .weapons with which to. threaten our security.
students who died at Kent State. They deserve munist regardless ofits local origins. A region. gress and before the Republican National Con- · .A 'few yeais ago former Sovie't .President
the dignity and respect earned by all those who hungry for economic aid is fed ·more ancl more_ vention: platform committee on this subjei:i: in . Br~zhnev told a meeting of Warsaw Pact
died while they thought they were serving their · military hardware and ti-a.ining.
·
· · 1972.
·
· ·
leaders that detente.wils allowing Soviets to get
Of courSe, the only shift in funds has not .
country, but they are not heroes as much as
Did America hear of it? No. (Well, the news Western technology which might make Soviet
:.t>een from social programs to defense, The media was probably too busy gearing up fo.r the · world IJ'lilitary domination possible by the mid
they are victims.
They are victims of the notion . of peace Congressional Budget Office reports that under_ big. Patty 'Hearst story which was only a few 1980's.
through strength. This mutant theory states. the President's tax cuts, famil,ies making less years off!)
· . _ But why do "our" leaders. continue this
that might is right as long as it is notleft. It is a than $10;000 lost $140 in 19.82 while a family
Senator William Armstrong (R-Wyoming) betrayal regardless of which administration is
proposition that was painfully misapplied in making over sso;ooo made $8320.
. .
wrote an anicle for the November 10 issue of in office? I. ~elieve Pope Pius XI gave us the
At home, .the 'friends of Ronald Reagan are . Revi'ew Of The News subtitled, "Selling the answer in his. 1937 encyclical on Atheistic
Vietnam and it is also a proposition that has
been viciously perfected -·by the Reagan the wealthy .-and the' ·defense contractor.
Rope," on the same subject. What he said . Communism.
.
Administration.
Abroad, any governmen~ willing to betray its deserves_close attention.
Aid to communism and silence on the pan
One redeeming factor of the Johnson Ad- owli people to. stave off the '.'communist
For example: "In the last 10years alone, the ·of the Western pres5 "is due in pan toshort·
ministration, which started this mess, ·is that it menace'' will receive its silver pieces iii the U.S. and other Western nations have sold to sighted political policy and is fav9red by
was: dedicated to both original theories, Bread form of guns, not butter.
the Soviet Union and its satellites more than ·· various occult for<:es wh~ch for a long time have
_ and Bombs. The Reagan Administration has
What the Reagan Administration fails to· see $50 billion wonh of sophisticated technical been working for the ovenhrow of the_ Chrismade no such committment.
is tb:>t a policy of "might is right" inevitably · equipment the communists could not produce · tian Social Order."
.
Reagan forces, with no apparant qualms, fails. It failed in Vietnam, Iran and Nicaragua
themselves. This equipment has been used. to
Agents for these forces- the secret societies
have set out to dis~antle the social programs of and it is failing in El Salvador and Israel as well
pr!J(luce:nuclear missiles, tanks, armored cars, have come to increasingly dominate_
·
the last 50 years and ttan~fer those fun~s to an as Po!iUld and Mghanistan.
. military command aild control systems, spy American political life at the top of both par·
exorbitantly increasing defense budget.
President Reagan must heed the lessons of s:uellites and air-defense radars.''
.. ties. A Christian awakening would ruin the
During Thanksgiving week President Reagan history. It is not the quantity of arms that made
He also stated that the Soviets have been . rulers of Russia by cutting off American aid.
proposed the MX missile/Densepack basing America strong. It is the quality of life. · able to .buy. entire factories equipped and fi. But such an awakening would be received .with
.The quality of life must be restored at home
system, which, in fme Orwellian style, he renanced by the West. These factories manufac- unending. gratitude by communism's victims
named Peacemakers. It is a weapon system .the and exponed abroad. If you.want peace, work ture military transpon, ammunition and other and future generations of Americaps. ·
need for which is questionable, the effec- . for justict.
logistical items for the ·soviet war machine.
tiveness of which is doubtful and the cost of "J;il""re""''Y'-n~>iilr:y-,'"":r-a"'"u_n_t-or_p.,..o-l..tl""tc-(IJ-r-sc-,e-n_c_e_m_a_'f.-0-,a-n-d'
In 1972, President Nixon authorized the sale _-jerry Schu_Jzman is a. senior prectlled major who
of 164 precision bail-bearing .grinders manu-· ~ unsucceisfullyfor Cinci'nnati City_ 'Council
which is unbearable.
.
·_
Ghaiii~Mn ofStudent Govemmeni's Legislaiif!e
~ow will th~- President pay for MX? On . Action Committee. ·
·
factured ·by ·the . Bryant. Chucking Grinder . 1~ 1979 ani/ 1,981 on the Cincinnatus Party
BY TREY DALY
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·
the· student body of the proposal to
the Budget Review Board concerning
compensation for the Student
Government Executive Officials.'

Food Week Thanks
: Programs in Peace and Justice I Ear.thbread and Campus Ministry would
like to commend the Xavier University community on }1ood Week '82:
"FOod Is Not An Isolated Issue.'! ·
•· ·Special thanks to all those· involved
in planning and presenting the activities -of the week. A commitment
to avoid conflicts in scheduling is one
of the recommendations· for next
year.
· ··
.·
.
. A salute to all contributors to the·
"Share the Bread" Canned. Food
:Drive. We topped our goal of 500
donatiorui. The winning group of the
17 contestants . is the Puerto Rican
Students of XU.
Congratul.atioris to all those who
· survived the World Fast Day.
Hopefully, it ·was a consciousnessraising event as well aS fund-raising.
The total number of signed-up par~
. ticipants was 900 and the total donation . to Oxfam-Am-erica was
· $1070.51, (Xavier's largest so far!) ·
. So, on a practical level, things
went well and we can share .in the
feeling of :participation and accomplishment. On.~ personal level,
we are continually called .to evaluate
our individual life~tyles. The lasting
hope. of Food Week is that it reinf~rces this li~k between personal and
global·concerns. . • · .

· MiMi Chamberlin
Student coordinator for
Food Week '82

No-Compensation
We are writing this letter to alert

·

Our stance on this issue cannot be
. stated any more concisely or explicitly than it was by Tony Bramer in
speaking for the Bramer-VelascoDonaldsoQ .slate previous· to their
. election this past spring:
.
Question: "Do you feel that Stu- ·
· dent Government officers should
receive monetary compensation or
academic credit for their work? If so
-how much and which. officers?"
'
Answer: "Our slate has discussed
this question and we strongly feel
·that there should be no monetary ·
compensation for SG officials. SG in- ·
volvement should come froni within
the student because you~re doing a
volunteer . service for the · students.
You should get the satisfaction from
doing your job and doin.g it right.' i

· 'T m not running for ~ny type of

money or any· academic credit. I'm
running . because I see a need · and
that's why anybody should run for a
. position."
In conclusion, we the undersigned
deem it necessary to inform you of
this volatile situation presently flowing. in an undercurrent on our campus. It is our privilege to inform you
- as this is the job we were elected
by you to do. This information given
· with no charge incurred. .

Mary Margaret Carroll
l<aren· Funk
Tracy Orth
Mary Deye

Jim Haitz
Xavier Senators
· Donna lames .
S~nior Class President
Carolyn Hretz
Junior Class Rep:

Compensation
Proposal Tabled

The entire compensation question
demonstrates the workability of Student Government in carrying on an
intelligent dialogue concerning new
ideas, the willingness of students to
give input to SG and the synthesis
from all contributed input towards a
final understanding of and decision
on the issue.
Compens~tion is an issue that has
been proposed to the University administration for the past three years
prior to o~r election. During the
Xavier News ·presidential debate in
March 1982, I responded that our
slate would not seek· any type of
monetary compensation for
ourselves. . .
·
The problem which we must now
·grapple with is how to guarantee that
· SG will remain. on an upward spiral
toward. improvement and not be
disrupted or backslide if a· slate is
elected next year or down the road
which cannot ·give the commitment ·
.which is necessary .._.
In these times of rising tuition
costs, it is my fear that many
qualified people are barred from running for SG president and vice president because they have to work a
part-time job or .· must take an

Get U.S. out of Central America'
The following is excerpt~d from 4 ha~e headlined . \;,America's Secret
leller from the United Stales Student War" against Nicaragua, detailing
Association (USSA). USSA is a na-. . U.S. government support for ~he
tionat organization of students and organized military bands now using
student . governments, including Honduras as a launching pad f9r
Xavier's, concerned with student-re- incursions into NiCaragua.
Meanwhile, U.S ..•support is the
lated contemporary issues.
. Its leadership is cu"ently. involved lifeline for the repressive Salvadorean
in a petition drive protesting U.S. in- and Guatemalan. regime~.!.. and we
volvement in Ce_ntral Amenca. For fear the Reagan Administration will
more information, contact the Pro- try to take advantage of the ''lame
grams in PefiCe and justiCe office in duck'' Congress to press for even
greater military and economic aid
, the. University Center.
right now.·
· .
It is· up to those being asked to
We are entering a period of par- .
ticular danger for.the people qf Cen- fight the wars to take a firm stand.
tral America .. Recent ·news reports We cannot accept the. repression in
Central America which has kept "the

~,

~

•.

University: of E1 Salvador·. closed· for
.
.
. two years.
Some of us are veterans ofVietnam
who served ·our country .two .decaaes
ago. We believe we must serve it now
· by refusing to support another such
war.
Some of us have not registered for
the draft because we believe registration is just one move ·toward war
and the possibility of greater U.S.
intervention.
Some of us are simply concerned
citizens, students and young peopl~
who believe that increased U.S.
militarism and decreased funds for
education is not the way to create a
stronger America.

overload of courses in order to complete their degree ... if elected (they)
must trade off SG commitment
because of studies, work or time
factors.
. The concept of compensation for
future SG (Jffic~rs was brought out at
the ·.November 8 Senate meeting
where a motion was put forth for SG
to officially endorse a proposal for executive compensation and it passed
15-0-1.
Mter looking at the various proposals and after discussing the matter
with students and Senate in a special
meeting, it is my recommendation
. that there be no formal monetary
compensation proposal submitted
·this year and .that SGlook back into
. alternatives to achieve our goals of
building a strong SG by means other
than compensation.
The concept of monetary compensation is an issue .which may prove the
only viable way to achieve the goal of ·
building an effective SG, but it is an
issue whose. time is not now and
should b~ held until other options
have been explored.

Tony Bramer
Student Government
President
Editor's Note: The preceding was excerpted from a letter presented to
Senf!te. and the Budget- Review
Committee.

Rude Students
We would like to inform the
Xavier University community of problems being caused by some students
who patronize Margie's Saloon on

Faced with the threat of war and
greater U.S. 'involvement, Christian
'org~niiations - froril' E1 Salvador,
Guatemala ·and Nicaragua recently
appealed to their sisters and brothers
in the U.S. to step up efforts to avert
such a tragedy.
.
In .response, a ·wide variety of
religious, peace and Central America
support organizations are joining
together to launch the CAMPAIGN
FOR PEACE WITH JUSTICE IN
CENTRAL AMERICA.
The APPEAL, the Campaign's
statement of purpose, is circulating
for endorsement by individuals and
organizations throughout the country, and will be presented to .our
elected officials - both in Congress
and the Administ~ation .- urgin~t

Carthage Ave., Norwood.
It see~s ridiculous to "tattle" on
students of college age, but their
behavior is worse than ridiculous. It is
disgusting.
Carloads of you~g people park
along Carthage and Quatman Aves.
While going to and from Margie's,
some of them have been observed"
talk~ng loudly, playing loud music,
yellmg, screaming, urinating in
publi~ (both men ~nd . women),
smokmg dope and committing acts
of vandalism.
These antics generally take place
between 10:30 p.m. Thursdays and
1:30 a.m. Fridays. Besides working
people who are disturbed, there are
many older people, including shutins, in this neighborhood.
These young people were identified as Xavier University students
by the owner$ of Margie's, who obviously cannot control the conduct of
their patrons once they leave the premises. The Norwood Police are aware
of the situation but are limited in the
action they can take ..
We are proud of our neighborhood
·and we are working, as individuals
and as a group, to prevent the decay
that is seen in so many urban areas.
We hope it is not too late for
Xavier University to instill some simple values in all of its students co~mon courresy, to begin with.
Certain students are seriously damaging the image of your school. If the
Xavier Un'iversity community
tolerates their kind of behavior
please keep it in your neighborhood:
We don:t waiu it in-ours .

The Norwood Fourth Ward
Residents' Assn.
Janet Kennedy, President
Debbie Wedding, Secretary
Jackie Tholotowski,
Public Relations Committee·
that they exercise their authority and
take responsibility to bring an end to
the U.S.' dangerous course in Central
America.
·

·
· Judy Schnigmann
United States Student ·Association
Bill Monroe
Veterans Affairs Office
· University of Colorado
Associated Student Government
Matt Meyer
Public Nonregistrant
Student at New York University
Kristin Stelk
University of .California
·Student Lobby

ear. Folks..~---~-----------BY SUZANNE ADICK

text imaginable except the-one that I need. such spice to our lives).
And when I finally find one· that I need, it's
Sports .Complex - Exercise, my dear
always a new one. I have the suspicion that parents. The only problem is that to get there·
Remember me? I'm the 0 ne you sent away
they are trying to make me into the first is enough exercise for me. Lifting weights is
. to college.J5 months agoand haven't heard
from since- exc~pt when the bills come, of l'l)illion-dollar book buyer.
.
always interesting- watching the guys lift,
course. But, you've paid them all on time
Registrar's Office ......,. Mom, Dad, this is · press or push twenty pounds to the beat of
and my grades have been acceptable; therewhere I go to sign up for my classes. It's an WBIZ.
easy process; stand in line, say your name,
Athletic Teams - Nothing special here exfore I have not been thrown out of school yet:
. I realize that it is out of my character to
stand in line, show your papers, stand in line, ceptfor the fact that the women's sports seem
· write but I saw a bumper sticker on a car that
see the man in the corner, get handed· the · to get less attention that the men's. And the
blurred past as_ it almost hit me as· I was ·erosfaintest copy, leave. I assume registration is guys are nothing special· except that the
• sing Ledgewood on my way to class.
easy because I'm a college stu~ent.
basketball players get their own rooms. lim. .·It read, ~'Have you hugged your kid to~
Campus Ministry- This is· a good group - agineit's.because they don't want anyone to
of people .. If you catch ·them when they are laugh at them when· they ·sleep with their
day?'' .I felt. a faint stab of homesickness (it
might have been last night's turkey rolls), so,
eating, you can talk fo.r awhile. -Other than teddy bears.
'{d~ided t~ write and tell you what I have
that, they are j!Jst a blur as they rush by. They
GA's ..;_ Graduate Assistants. It's sort of
learned while-at school.
·
do tend to have their odd moments..:.. is it like having a mother around e~cept they
.·. ·norm room ..;_ My roommate and I have- normal t.o celebrate a fasting program with a don't wake .you up in the morning, unless
.· built lofts. Mine. is a little dose .to the ceiling
banquet? Bu_t who am I to question the works you happen to be in. the -line of traffic. Perof God?····
. ·
, sonally-J think their job list should include
,and I tend to bump !ny'head when I set my
ialarin· too ·loud;· No problem with ·bugs; •
President's Office- This is where I work,. guarding my Sunday paper againsts thievery.
Libriary -~·It's a reasonably quiet place to
roaches contract severe nosebleeds· before they
believe it or not.· We· have th;. nickname of
reach the sixth floor.
Charlie's Angels; (Get· it? lc. Charles. Cur- .·study (yeah, rna, I do). They have a funny set
rie?) Nice people, but who ever heard of trees • of sensors though. You're not supposed to
· . - Ciafeteriafood- It's· not as bad as it could
. be but when W~ ·have the same food three . inside Ol a "baby" that goes beep and is COD• .. leave the place .With a book that is 'DOt
tUneS a week or no· chocolate chip ice cream
nect~d to a disk drive?· .
.
.
-checked OUt,. but, carry the _book in your.
for days ori endt it's enough to make me send
Stildent Development - Extension 3201. · backpack above the sensor and (da"da!) the
out for Domino's and UDF. The utensils are
ThiS is the number I c~Uwhen my stupidity is . ,book ,is_yours indefinitely.
.
.
. bent, which make me wonder. if I should be a
leaking o~t, ~.henl,~eed pltone numbers for , ·,Cars .;-I can~t park here·and·l can't park
·dentist. The repairwork due _to the. utensils
obscene calh.when,nobody;wiU.talk to me ~ithere but ifXU P.O. gives me a ticket''iirid ·
. .,~,;-~; .:,:~:
. (often), or when I musdind out" why '€hief:, I'm' nodegistere.(f with the campus, I justtear
would be fantastic! .· ··.
·.BOokstore - Wild· place. They have every ·. Dan Wood found· the XU flasher. (It added · it up and no problems. Most of the time there
Gue•t corumnl1t

are ·no ·hassles except for the time· I had to
park in the pit and it was raining. ·
.
Parties - This place is well supplied with
its share of pany monsters. No matter the
time o{ day, somebody's always ready to visit
places like "Dana's, Norwood Cafe or
Margie's. And I've learned the secret to a
great party: popcorn, a popper, butter and
salt. No need to invite, the aroma carries for
miles.
Alcohol- I'm 19 so I'm legal to buy beer.
Brockman is all freshmen and supposed to be
dry. Maybe they can't buy it but they sure can
drink it. And kegs? They're iUegal, too. But
you wouldn't believe the fantastic places people find to hide them - not that anyone has
them, of course ...
Jesuits and Schott - The tall building at
the end of the Mall. I hear Brother Cardosi's
meals are wonderful and the concensus is that
to eat there means a guaranteed place in
Heaven. Only problem is, the freshman male·
population. always seems to decrease by the
end of the year.
There's more, but I don't want to overwhelm you with too much information in one.
letter. I'll write again before graduation and
tell inore.And please, can I come home for
Christmas this year? The Salvation Army peo-.
pie don't like me hanging around when I
don't put anything in their red kettles.

•._.~•·····.·.··~'v_·;·a·
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Musketeers defeat Union
and Cen.tral State Univ.
BY BARBARA STEGEMAN

as the Musketeers increased their
margin to 23 points after 15 minutes
Xavier's Muskie Men's basketball of play. The Muskies played aggresteam ended pre-season play Novem- sively, maybe. too aggressively, as
ber 23 with a 95-83 viCtory over tlte they chalked up 30 fouls to Taiwan's
Republic of China.
16 total. Nevertheless, the final
The Taiwanese team, on a circuit results placed the Muskies on top.
of American colleges, arrived at XU 95-83.
hoping to improve its 1-16. record.
Team totals showed that the
They soon found out that they could Musketeers out-rebounded Taiwan
not keep up with the Muskies.
51-28. Xavier's leading scorers inTaiwan, a small team whose tallest cluded senior forward Jon Hanley
players are 6'4", was not always with 20 points and junior forward
successful at penetrating Xavier's J~ff Jenkins with 15 points, who Jed
defense. Taking deep outside- shots in rebounds with 14.
·
. they fell cwo points short time and
.In the .season's opener agains-t t~e
time again. Taiwan trailed at the half Union Bulldogs November 29, the
54-44, never taking the lead away Muskies. led by junior forWard John
'from the Muskies.
·
Shimko's 15 points and senior guard
The final 20 minutes did not bring Anthony Hicks' 13 points, pulled out
much hope for the Republic of China an unpolished 75-62 win.
Sports R1port1r

Going into the game, Xavier lacked the fire expected in an opening
game. The Bulldogs grabbed the
psychological edge at the tip-off by
lighting the scoreboard first. This left
Muskie starters Victor Fleming, Eddie
Johnson, Dexter Bailey, John Shimko
and Anthony Hicks with their work
cut out for them.
. During the first six minutes·of the
game the teams played evenly, basket
for basket. Not until 13:58 remained
· did Xavier take a ·lead they would
never lose with four consecutive
baskets.
Fleming started the offensive out~
burst with a cwo-foot shot and topped off by a Dexter Bailey dunk, This
gave the Musketeers their first' padded lead of the game.
After ten minutes ofplay, XU led
16-8. By halftime, Union's leading
scorers, AI Gover and Guy Caner,
brought the Bulldogs crawling back
within four points of the Muskies'
28-24lead.
The second half almost duplicated
Dexter Bailey slams home two In th' Musketeers' victory over Central
the first. The Muskies gained a com- State University. (Photos by Tony Martino).
fortable 15 point ·lead only to see it
dwindle down to eight .. Although
out-rebounded 40. 31 by a smaller the scoring as team captain Steve
Freshman guard Ralph Lee, re- Union team, Xavier held on to the Wolf, playing his first game follow- placing a momentarily sidelined An. lead, winning 75 _62 .
.
ing a recurrent back problem, sunk thony Hicks, did well directing the
Leading scorers for the Muskies' cwo outside shots, 18 feet and· 15 feet . ·offensive charge with four points,
opener were John Shimko with 15 r~spectively, while Anthony Hicks ·along with Jon Hanley's five points
points and Anthony Hicks with 13 completed the Muskies scoring with a and Eddie Johnson's four ..
Time ran 9ut tior the Maraude.rs as
points, bringing his career total to Ia·yup betiore the half·
1,370. The leading rebounder was
.The Marauders answered with only . Xavier triumphed 67-57. Eddie JohnEddie Johnson with ten. . .
one point on Vartez-Little's foul shot, son contributed to the Muskie victory
leaving the score 31-27. . ·
. . . with 12 points and nine rebounds.
di ·
·
In the sec·ond ha·· If, th·e M.u"s·k·J·e'·s S
d ·
·
v·
Fl. ·
Hea ng mto theu second game on
December 4,. the Muskies looked
econ m sconng were Jctor emhungry to win and ready to play picked up· right where they left off, · ing and Jon: Hanley, both with 11 ·
Coach Staak's kind of basketball. scoring cwo oii'}ohnson's free throws. points.
.
The Muskies hit the road with a
Teaming up against the Central State Central State came within :one point
Marauders, the Musketeers displayed ·.·'before. the Muskies tallied six points 2-0 reocrd this past Tuesday, Decema more controlled and enthusiastic for room to breathe.
ber 7 as Texas. From· there they travel
style of play that was not apparent in
During the remainder of the game . to Dayton on December 11 before rethe opener~
. the Marauders could get no closer · turning home to face the Miami Red.The early part of the first half had than a four-point deficit as the skins December 22 at 7:35 in the
the Marauders over Xavier with ail Muskies gradually built their lead.
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse.
eight-point lead. Settling down after
a time-out, the Muskies caught up to
Central State at 19-19 midway
through the period.
Xavier's Hockey Club exended its unbeaten:streak to tWo games last
During the last three minutes be,
··
· ·
Sunday night with a 9-3 victory overHarleyDavidson.
fore the half, the Muskies dominated
· Leading the scori11g for the Muskies were Tom McPike with cwo goals
and CWO assists; and Jim M!=Ken~a with one goal and four assists. Othe_r
players with goals were newcomers George McCafferty,· Doug Rogers
and Jack Piquette.
. .
.
.
·
·
. In the gam~. the Muskies. set team record with nine goals .in one
game. The team's record now Stands at"l-0-1. On'Saturday'afternoon at
4:00, the icers play the Dukes at Dixie Ice BowL Admission is free and
' all are welcome.
'

Hockey.· ..

Jon Henley prepares • foul shot durirag,ection last week.

Julie lsphordirig ranked. fourth
among women ma·rathoners.
BY MIKE HANDLETON

&Port• R..,Grltr
Running can be a tough spoit. Just
ask Xavier senior Julie Isphording.
While running, Julie has been bitten by a Doberman _and a German
Shepherd. Both . bites required
tetanus shots. One morning a bus
pulled out in front of her. Blisters
and callouses cover her soles of her
feet. But get one glimpse. of Julie's
radiant smile and you know that she
· ·
takes it all in stride. ·
Considering what she has accomplished in her brief running career,
Julie has every right to smile. She is
currently ranked ·founh. among
women marathon runners in the
United States. She holds the world
record in the marathon for juniors
(19 and under). . .
..
.
· . Her most recent accomplishment·
was a. sixth place finish in the New
York Marathon, held several weeks
ago. She was· second among
. American women in that race.

destinations are Hyde Park. and Eden·
In January, Julie will be one of the · Par)t. She runs 20 miles every Satur·
cwo American women i:o represent
day morning. and she goes home.
the United States in .a race held in eyery Friday night to make sure she
Japan. She has even been on the Phil gets some sleep.
Donahue Show..
When asked is she ever .runs 26
That's quite a list for a woman wh~ miles at a i:acing pace just' for prachas only been running seriously for
tice; Julie replied, "That would be
three and a ~alf years. In fact, Julie crazy!'' Obviously, such intense runfirst staned running to help her tenning is saved for the race.
nis game. Sh~ won the first raee she
. With sa. much time devoi:ed to·
training, Julie must make·the time to
entered and her' success has 'grown
. ever since .. ·
.
·
do homework .. ·She is majoring in ac.- .
But this success has a price. Julie counting and plans to graduate this
follows a rigorous weekly training summer so i:hatshe will have the time ·
· schedule which is planned by her · to train for the Olympic Trials;
coach, Tom Grogan. This weekly
Julie is a virtual shoe~in to qualify
agenda includes 80 to 100 miles run- -: for those trials, where she will have to
· ning, work on the Nautilus machine, . · finish in the top three to make. the
three miles of swimming, speed Olympic· team. Shefeels that she will
sprints and, w.eather · permitting, have to finish with a time of 2:30 or
bicycling. ·
better to make the team. Her best
··During the week she runs becween ·time currently is 2:34:24~ However,
eight and 15 miles per day at a I• ,botb.JLI!~~.a~d-~~~co~~.~:.feelthat s~e.,,;-... ;
comfortable pace. Julie usually leaves· "'has a'go(lih:harice' to··~ake that trip:"''
her room in Kuhlman Hall around to Los Angeles in 1984 ..
5:30 a.m. Some of her favorite
If she can avoid the dogs;_that is.

a

. Apartm~nt Available .,.
1 bedroom apartment minutes from .campus
responsible studerit(s) only! · · .•..
·
· 1. block. from bus line · · . ··
. No Deposit - oniy 195/month. (Including heat)

. ·. (513) 821·2288'
.
· Come Vlalt Our Center

·::.'7711 Reading Road ·

·

· .··· ·

·

·
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Intramural ·Shorts

.

Low Price Coverage!
BY KEVIN VEENEMAN
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.

'

Educational Canter ·
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Sport1 Reporter

: INSURANCE

871-3340

(51~) 821·2288.
Come Vlalt Our Center ·
7719 Reading Road ·
Cincinnati, OH 45237
Claaaea ·begin week
of Dec. 19

for Information About Other Centers In More Than 8S Major

US Cities & Abrold

Outside NYState CALL TOLL fiiEE: 100;~23·1712

Located on the northwest comer of Schmidt Hall. (Photo by
/
Tony Martino).
.
. ·

Xavier University's Assassins flag
football team went to Columbus,
· Ohio, over Thanksgiving break to
compete: for the: Midwest Regional
Championship in flag football.
The . Assassins were victorious
against the University of Toledo, Jl.
linois State and Central Michigan·
University.
On offense, lineman Jim Marek,
John LaGrange, Kevin Beeneman
and Ron Schmidt did a fine job
blocking for · quarterback Tom
' Bogenschutz who threw several ·
touchdown_ passes as well as hitting
l'eceivers in crucial situations. Jinl
Sandman, Mike Gatio and Frank
"Rocky" Tekulve shocked·· their
opponents diving for passes and running with great speed and agility.
Assassins' defense, led by Jim
Sandman, was nothing shon of tre·
mendous. Rushers Mike Misleh,
Frank Tekulve and Greg Tekulve did
an unbelievable job of penetrating
their opponents' offensive lines, scor· .
ing many quanerback sacks and forcing several interceptions.
The defensive backfield kept the
scoring to a minimum with Phil
Schwegmann, Greg Tekulve, Bob
Sanker aqd Mike Gatio grabbing
interceptions to stop opponents'
drives. Andy Marek and Jim Sand·
man played outstanding pass ·and
running defense. Jim Sandman had
several kickoffs .which were not .re·
turned. ·•
The Assassins lost their final game
to Ohio State University and finished
fifth of twenty·fivc: teams.
In the XUIM Intramural basketball
tournament, the Wizards and In Like
Flint seem to be the teams to beat.
The Wizards, last ·year's intramural
basketball champions, showed· the
same power offense that led to the
championship .
. Tony-Lanier Jeads. the. Wtz4rt/J: as a
guard and Tim'ler Pettway · with
Lovell Fitzpatrick take. the rebounding
responsibilities. in Lt'k.e Flini'ISQ.p·
tained by .Bob Best, who takes up
much of the scoring with Mike
Ahlrichs and the infamous Ahlrichs
hook shot.
The· tournament is double elimination in which the losers fall in·
to their own bracket. In opening play
on Sunday, the A's, Wizards, Courtmasters and if{ Like Flint were
victorious.
On Monday, the Wi~ards and
GHA 's advanced to the Tuesday
schedule with only four teams left in
·the tournainen{. In the quanerfinal
winners bracket, the Courtmasters
defeated the GHA 's and the In Like
Flint were defeated by the Wizards in
some very hardfought contests.
In the losers bracket~ the E. B. 'sad·
vanced by conquering the A 's and
WVXU soundly clobbered the Pro. digies.:. The Wizards; and GHA 's
were placed·. in the losers bracket
where the Wizards beat the E.B. 's
and GHA 's to advance to the tournament's final round.
In the January 20 issue of the
Xavier News, there will he a survey to
ascenain the. feasibility of having a
Xavier University Intramural bowling
league. If there is enough interest, it ·
will be proposed to the XUIM · :
department and the league will probably start in late February. All of
you"profcssional" bowlers out there
should shine your bowling balls and
limber up.
·
·

. PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS AHOWARD WKOCH PRODUCTION AIRPLANE II: THE SEQUEL ·ROBERT HAYS·
.JUUF HAGERTY ·LLOYD BRIDGES.: CHAO EVERETT· WILliAM SHATNER · DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JOE BIROC. A.S.C.
~go~~~Gu~~~!~EJ. KOCH· ~RITTEN AND DIRECTED BY KEN FINKL~M~N}.~ARAM~Um f!.Y.I~B.~i.ftE
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Sports·.
·shorts*
The Xavier Musketeers defeated
Texas University by two points on
Tuesday: The Muskies' next game
will be against the University of
Dayton iu Dayton, on .Saturday,
December 11.
··:The Musketeers will. face Miami .
University on December 22 and
Thomas More College on December_
30 at Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse.
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Trim Christmas' costs with the gift ·of music
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·1982 CHRISTMAS ALBUM
SHOPPING .GUIDE-

. Best RoCk W()man. of 1982
. .
Lovely Linda ·Roristadt. :can; Gef.
It's that time of year again, when
.Closer if she wa:rus.. Pat· Benatat
GOLD RECORD RECORD. ·MUSIC, MEIJER
. BILLBOARD
you're looking for a gift that won't
ought to.Get~Nervotls ancLthe. Go-.
·
Gos can go on Vacatioi'J. The prima
break the bank. As our Christmas gift
THEATER
.··ALLEY
SQUARE·
LAND
CIRCLE
·To~ 15
do.nha rock-and'roller:fo.r '82 is Joan
to you, the Xavier News presents a
.· )ett. ''I don't give a~.damn about
Christmas Album Shopping Guide.
MEN AT WORK
NA
$8.49
$7.98
$5.99
$7.99
(your) 'Bad Reputation,·~· either.
What could be better than the gift of
Business as Usual
Best New Australian Act o£1982 ·
·music! (A new car?) .
STRAY CATS
It's also that time when we look,
My first choice was.OHvia Newton7.39 .
. 6.99
7.27
NA
7.98
Built For Speed
back, with· a nostalgic glint in our ·
Jo~n. Is this the same ~weet ~oth!ng
. who had never been mellow. gettmg
eye, and reflect on the musical year.
LIONEL RICHIE
8.49.
6.44
NA
7.98
7.99
~'Physical" . all over everything?. I
In that spirit, below are some of the
Lionel Richie
bests and worsts in music for 1982.
guess she. doesn't count. The winner
JOE JACKSON
Best Song of 1982
'is Men at Work; Business as Usual is a
7.27
7.98
7.49
5.99
8.49.
Night and Day
I'll give you five choices and you
chartbreaker and '.'Down Under'' is
can pick your favorite. If one of the
the best singie I've ever heard .from
SUPERTRAMP
6.44
6.89
5.98
8.99
5.99
five is not your favorite, tough. This
Australia: ·
··
famous last words
is my article. My choices are ''Down
Best Vietnam Song of1982
HALL and OATES
Under" by Men at Work, "GoodSorry. Charlie, the winner is Billy
5·.99
6.89
7.98
8.49
5.97
. H20
night Saigon" by Billy Joel, "Jack
Joel's "Goodnight Saigon." ·Isn't it ·
and Diane" by John Cougar, "Only
· . interes.ting that two guys who never
BILLY JOEL
6.89
7.98
5.97
8.49
5.99
the Lonely" by the Motels and
"went to Vietnam. can sing ·such
The Nylon Curtain
"Secret Journey" by the Police.
insightful· songs . about ·the exper- ·
MARVIN GAYE
Best Album of 1982 ·
ience. I think this is the beginning ()f .
7.99 ..
6.44
5.98
NA
NA
Midnight Love
It didn't break much artistic
a trend..
· .
ground but Asia's debut· album,
Best Rock and Roll Buzz .Word of
NEIL DIAMOND
6.89
7.98
5.97
6.99
7.39
Astil, with so many good-to-listen-to
Heartltght
198~
.
.··
.
·
songs, is the dear winner.
We saw several new words or
PAT
BENATAR
·Best Walkman Song of 1982
phrases to. describe musical trends :or
7.49 .•
. 7.99
'.5:98
. 5.99
6.99
Get Nervous
. The runaway favorite is Hall and
-curiosities this year. There was
Oates' "I Can't Go For That." The
techno·~ pop (Human League and Soft ·
DONALD FAGEN
7~27 .
8.49
5.99
7.99
?.98
only song thin came dose is Hall and .
Cell); ant · mitsic . (Adam and the
The Night Fly
Oates' "Maneater." With their killer
Ants), tribal rock (Bow Wow Wow)
THE CLASH·
ba5s lines, these boys are the kingsof
and myfavorite, Flock Rock(Flock of
NA
8.49.
7.99
7.98
7.39
Combat Rock
the baby box brain blasters.:
Seagulls.) .
· ·
__
Best Novelty Song of 1982
· · Best.Hairdo ofl982
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
8.49
7.27
NA
7.99
5.99
The fer sure, totally awesome
It's a tie between the lead -singer
Nebraska·
choice is Moon Unit and Frank
for Fiock of Seagulls and Pat Benatar
FLEETWOOD MAC
...6.44 •
Zappa's "Valley Girls." _This Calion the cover of Get. Nervous. Of
.NA
8.49
7.98
7.49
Mirage
fornia duo is totally "bitchin'. ".
course; Wendy 0, Williams of the .
'··\
Like,· Val-speak is everywhere. My
. Pla5matics was a dose second. Where
TOM PETIY and
8.49
.
7.27
5.98
5.99
5.99 '
mom even said "Grody to the Max"·
.
does she get it done? .
the tfeartbrakers
the other day. I mean, like gag inc
Hardest Song ·to Get Out o( Your
AVERAGE
6.73.
with a spoon, fer sure.
7.41
6.34
8.20
7.4~
Head in 1982
Worst Song of 1982.
. . Oh yes. Now I remember, Michael
Coming in a dose second is any?EiJI~r@frn IIi~~[@/~@[@] McDonald's "I Keep Forgetting."
thing from the Royal Philharmonic's
~
~~
..BeSt Hu~ongous Concert ofl982 .
Hooketlon Classics. Bunhe winner is Best Black on WEBN in 1982
Ge~,theBossgaveGaryU.S. llonds
It- all started a~year ago ~hen
Well the ·competition was· stiff
Neil Diamond's "Heartlight." Talk .
a job; What about Clarence Clem- 250,000 came.to see .Simon and Garabout crass commercialism and raw Oimmy Hendrix doesn't count bemants? This i·s an awfully depressing ·funkel reunite in Central Park. Then
exploitation. No wonder ET went cause he's dead.) Gary U.S. Bonds
album. Don't you l:!elieve in. the pro- · there were almost too,ooo for Peace
home. I mean totally. Like, gag me lo~es in a tight one to Ray'Parker Jr.
mised land anymore, Bruce? ·
Sunday in California and 400,000 for
with a tune.
.
and his fantastic single "The Other ·
the U.S. Concert. But the big daddy
Most Promising Breakthrough in Woman."
them all was the Jurie 12,. '82
1982 .
.
.
Best Dead Performer of 1982
Best/Worst Attitude Mter · ~eing Nuclear Freeze rally · ~oncert with
Jimmy had. another good year and .
MTV on the cable network is the
Busted For Possession of Cocaine in Jackson Browne, Linda Rondstadt
greatest thing to happen to music Janis Joplin had a posthumous hit
arid .Bruce· Springsteen and an esti- .
1982 ' .
.
since the needle. It adds a whole new singe with ''Take a Little Piece of My·
. · David Crosby of Stills and Nash mated 750,000 marchers.
dimension to music. It can turn a Heart," but the aw.ard goes to the
"was ·arrested twice on drug charges. Best Rock and Roll D"iet of1982
good song into a great song, such as· perennial favorite, Jim· Morrison of
He daims he's been stoned at every
It's one fresh; uncooked bat head a
Tony Basil's "Mickey." I'm considthe Doors.- Two regrettable·additions. Bruce.Springsteen's Nebraska·
performance he's ever· had, live or re- . day th:u· keeps Ozzie·:ozborne lookering . moving ·because my cable
ingso fit and trirri. Maybe we should
corded. He thinks only those who can
system doesn't offer the service.
·all try it. But what wirie do you serve·
Best Radio Station of 1982
· with bat?'
·.
.·· .
·,· .
Best Farewell Tout of 1982
1
Even though they are not as adven. Worst Review of 1982
.
This
award
obviously
goes.
to
Air
.
turous $ith their· play-list as; say,
Some crazy unidentified critic callSupply~.:· What's· that... ·they
WSKS, my favorite is still the folks at
, .ed Livingston Taylor boring. Vinyl
didn't 'have a fatewell tour ... you
WEBN. You can't not like a· station .
does· not do this man justic. In his
mean
they're
not
breaking
up
...
that backs a frog for Congress, sells
.incredibly personal and intimate con-.
Oh.:.
that's
too
bad.
I
guess
The
beer made from the waters of the
cert at Xavier, Taylor held the. auWho wins by default ..
Millcreek,· manufactures negative
dience in' the palm. of his hand. Nine
calorie cookies and has the best firecheers· to. Crosswind,·. Livingston
works.in the galaxy.
Tayior and the Xavier Concert Com-.
An honorable mention goes to
Best Bruce Springsteen Impression of
mittee · for a delightful early ·ChristWCLU. Thank God.for an AM rock
. 1982
'
.
. .
..
mas gift. ..
.
station for those days when you're
· ·It was a close one, but Bruce
There you .have it, the best and
·
trapped in a car without FM.
Springstone, Live. atth(!Bedrock, lost ..
. worst in music for. 1982. l hope you
Men at Work's Business As :usual · · · out to John Cougar Mellel}camp wi~h ·
enjoyed ii: ·as much as I did: Merry
•
Amencan Fool. Eve~ though .he is .a
. _Chris_ti:nas!
..
skuzzball, Cougar recreated a Mid- .
to the competition were Blues . western vers~on of Springsteen's midBilly ~oel's Nylon C~rt•tn
Brother John Belushi · and James · dle class poetry in such hits as "Jack
"Honeyman" Scott of the Pre" and Piane" and "Hand.to Hold On
match his music can criticize ..
tenders.
··
, .To·.''
'
''Anybody whocan't,.ain'~ got no
· Best Sports Segway ~ng of l982
right to tell about gettin '. high.'' One
.· A few years ago it was "This is It" Worst Bruce Springsteen Impression also wonders.what Qospel great;·An-.
by Kenny Loggins and then Kool and of 1982
dre Crouch said whe·n he got busted:.
the Gang's "Celebration". 'that ·the·
This. one goes to Bruce· Spring-. .Did the devil make you do it; Andre?
networks used· bet\Veen· action and steeq's Nebraska:··· Just kidding,.
commercials. But this year's dear Bruce. I respect yo1l for your. artistic
winner is "Eye of the .Tiger" by Sur- integrity and some of these songs are · ·
vivor. Coi"n~identally, . the new ,mighty. powerful ("My • Father's Hardest Song to ~t Out· ofYour
Korean boxi.vg anthem is "Boom · :House"). But I miss the E Street, Head in 1982 · ·•
·
·
·
;aarid; ·. · · · ·- · · ·
.
·.::: ; :Gee, what i; the n~me of that?
Boom, Out Go thF·' Lights."
BY TREY DALY
Entertainment Critic
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Viewers enjoy lively fun·
in Once Upon A Mattress
.
.
BY TERRI BOEMKER

The enthusiastic energy of Amy Schweikert creates a .delightfully ram·
bunctloui Princess Wlnnlfred In "Once Upon A Mattress." (Photos by R.
Michael
·

: .The royal court found In Edgecllff's current theatre prod!'Ctlon Is high·
lighted by (1. to r.) Ed Franchi (Prince Dauntless), Liz Gundrum (Queen Ag·
gravaln) and John Waslnlak (the wizard).

-~JDit.

Entart1lnmant Critic
almost·. immediately.
This st~rfs basis is the whimsical
Queen Aggravain is not so easily
old fairy tale by Grimm, in which a . impressed. In fact, ·she's appalled at
princess reveals her royal sensitivity · this ungainly girl who sings about
by not being' able to sleep on a mat· ·"The Swamps of Home" and seems
tress under which one small pea. has equally at home swimming across the
been ·placed.
palace moat..
·
. But that's only the starting point
To test Princess Winnifred's royalfor the lively musical· comedy, Once ty and suitability for her son, the
Upon a Mattress. First performed queen decides to place a single pea
professionally in 1959, this play's under not one but twenty mattresses.
original cast inci!Jded Carol Burnett, If she can sleep despite this, she is no
Joe Bova and Jack Gilford. With true princess.
book by Jay Thompson, Marshall
With the helo of the minstrel. the
Barer and Dean Fuller, music by jester and a few other frie'nds,. the
Mary Rogers and lyrics by Marshall prince wins his princess and Queen
Barer, the modern version of the Aggravain is put in her place by her
story is an imaginative tale that takes long-suffering son and husband.
place in a small medieval kingdom.
They all live "happily ever after"
The overbearing, overprotective just as Winnifred had hoped for in a
Queen Aggravain (Liz Gundrum) has· jazzy, upbeat song she sings the
.declared. that no one in her kingdom night before the test is to take place.
may marry until a suitable princess
The whole play is just a lot of fun.
has been found for her son, Prince It is fast-paced without being hard to
Dauntless (Ed Franchi).
follow. There is a really amusing
Dauntless pleads with his mother scene in which the mute King Sexriot to force all his potential brides to timus tries to explain •'the birds and
pass impossible. tests, which is her the bees" to Dauntless in mime. The
devious way of making sure that he prince has a hard time getting the ·
never gets married. But to no avail; point but he keeps trying because
she tells him to be quiet and drink he's convinced that it's "very
his cocoa.
interesting.''
When Princess Winnifred (Amy
In another scene, 'Dauntless sings
Schweikert) arrives at the palace she's the praises of his beloved "Fred,'~ as
gawky and loud-me
·d. She's also the princess in nicknamed. Her major
full of energy and st..~<rity; though,
abilities include drinking like a fish
and Prince Dauntless falls for her · and singing like a strangled bird·. It's

Scott Buttelworth's s~lle Is either over the sold-out success of Edgecllff's
has as the Jester thwarting Queen:Aggravaln;
·
·'.).
. '
.

Dear "Forever Yours" I would. like ro mccr:you, too.··
Your Kuhlman Friend.
Dear shons10p ··Happy. 20rh. No mancr where you go
o.r whar I do, you'll always mean the world to me. Love,

SiJU(IU..
. ·.
.

..

.
·:··:.
. .
Tara and Monica, Thanks for making . my .birthday: Chiis c. you're a wonderful person.
speCial ET
··' :
Schoen where is my pumpkin pie?
Nice shorts James! Bur I rhoughr you were supposed ro
Lordi and Ladies of rhc Court of Mattresses· Break a leg!
wrar them under your pants.
· · ·i. ,
· Hey,· shon onr with the mousta.C_he. I'm gonna' miss
Mr. R. Face: Tdl us how you came ro possess ili<h an in·
you when you graduarc. Thanks for all thcfun! Rcmcm·
··
·
uiguing girdle?
ber, I will always be there. P.S: Karhy. Thanks for rhc
"Screw"·
Only, more days ril Der. 14! I'm hungry alrcidy. ·
Thanks Susan and Rosalie for being rhc besr friends I
T.C. and Pur. Ben, Should I play Bubbles. like'a door·
knob or whar? Who dse? · ·
' ·
·.: :· . ·
have.".Kim·
·
Bcrh, only rhrcc more weeks and .... Bu. Bu, Bu! ·
Jurrzemlki, I love rhosc· boors and rhat checkered
Now. an ice cream machine iri rhc cafe?! Arrn'r XU . swearer, An Admirer from Afar
.
Muskics far cnoughr?
'! •·
I mOdular<! How abour you Rosalie?. Kim
Sharon, lsabellewanrs you; Gcr Our, Liz, Bab ind Ed. V.T.W. Thanks for all rhc support! You're one i_n H
million. .
,. .
Scou, Sec ya' ar Avenue C! Ed
Gab, Good Luck on rhc show! It builds our chilracicr!
Happy Bclared Birthday' Kelli!!!
Love ya lors, Prince.
·.
. We came from rhe land down under! KS; RK, SA

To a certain jerk who likes ro ·crank call people and
immediardy hang up - Ooo, I guess you gor me real bad! And royally, ar thar roo. P.S. don'r borhcrsct·
ring your alarm for ·):00 in the morning - rhc phone
will be off the hook.
Happy Birthday. Now you're a ·real man. 21!
Maura, Arrhur M'scallcd. You owe rhcm your firsr male

ThaDks alor ro my sec(cr adrr;i;cr for the ;.d rose I rc·
.i:cived. 1 nud ro know. who you arc. Give me hinrs:
·EG~
· ·
·

child .
4 our oB dcntisrrccommcnd garlic for fighting cavities.
· 1 insisr we go 10 Godfather's

'

Com purer Dating is a form of Darer Processing :_ ·

)).

neutral zone.

Maximum' number of occupanu >in Lane 3 · ·
llcistir. Oh well, as Kanr would say, ir's rhc rhough'r
Maria R., Where did you get those blue, blue eyes? · rlioi' eounrs...
·
They're grcar! A friend
·
Chiis. B.: I'll be glad ro r:!)cecarc of your headaches any :.· · PiR Fred s. Thanks for rhc 1orse, "Pops."
timc!·Rcally · ·. . .
.• . .
. . . ..
.
'
·
•

Jim, may rhe veins in your arm and your ice cream never
run dry.
Tell us a srory, Bcrh ..
R 1
· d • · d ·
ca women on r open oors.
. Mana, arc you really. from Kcnrucky?, .

·111 R'1·0

·----------~-~-~--~--------,
I
,
NEHE.DTi:IT? NGETOITVI! I

II

I
' ' ;,Quality Prlntl_ng While__ You VJalt"
. .
- Qu~lty prl~tlng ... Qulck Hrvlci ... Quotlbll prlcnl
I
·. ·~·.·
. ·.~ .·Brot:hlirel .. •CIFboni111Form1 · •Nawalatterl
I
· :· .
Price Lilli
o Penonllllld For"'• • Progr1m1
·. :·.
J. .
' ;.o enviiOJMII
·
o MlnUIII
• Manul
aullatlnl
.
·•
Clrcll
• Booklltl
I
Latttrhlldl
• Folding
··· · •
.,,.. • Plmfl!llltl • •1111na11
I
ra . · • Invite.tiona
. ° Collltlng.
I . . . '. ..· ····~..·..·-.· .·f'·. ''.-~.· o~ C:lrcllla•
Llfiiii_Brllfl
• F~y~rl · .
• Pllddlnt.. . .
I ·· ·~
· .C•ll Now foiQu/clc Quotittlon~:#m Your PrlntlntJ NHd• ..
.·.
I
.. 4574 MONTGOMERY R()AD;..NOAWOOD, OH 4&2f2~831·1480 .•. ..
. I ·.. . .. , : JIJII Minutes f~ ~~.,!!'.,!'1,!8.!.~~-,..:.-- -~
-----------~ ,.·
.
0

·-.•.'.

•

·•

·

::~:~~i:·a~~:i:~.~:::~.::.,Ad~~~!c:~.::,n;;;:ar's

sister and mamcd Carla Barnoff, Sarah H. s bcsr f11cnd ..
Hey Jim, dive for any ovaries lately?
Hey Joe T., I know you have sisters and a mother bur we
srill don'r wanr you !O ... us!
.

•

.

.

Michigan fans: Ohio Srarc: 24, Michigan: 14. Read ir
and weep.
·
·
Forger "pledges,'' P/R's all rhe way. OoOoaahhhh: :·· ·
P/R Corporals Harrison, Reilly, Young, Travis, and
Tromblay - Congratsl Airborne all' the way!
Eileen: It's nor jusr anybody rhar can rudely interrupt a
general:
·
Wolf: Send Mr. Spack in the shurdc inro rhc Romulan

•.

Hey Karic, warchcd any TV lately.
Andy, whar rhc world needs now is more Jove swccr
love. Love, Your Wami Friends.
d
k
·h
Hey Hudson House, o you ccp your panrs up wn a
piece of rwinc?
. ·
Meg, have you crossed
KMP - r,terry Krista·maJ ;... Tom
MERRY CHRISTMAS •. XAVIER. FROM
NEWS STAFF!
.
~M:=c,.:.:ry.:.C~h:.;:ris.:;rm.:;u:,_.. -.-::X-av-:-i•""•N:-:cw-s7sr""af=r.-=-Jc""rry-'-an""d:-:J-ca-n

Mary, You're still easy ar 22
My husbond hu a gun
TIM C. GET WEU!!! HOPE TO SEE YOU AROUND
SOON!!!!!
Ann, you have less rhan ) monrhs ro gcr married or
·pregnant.
Lane 3 has rhe mosr spirir

a catchy tune, the sort' of thing you
find yourself humming after rhe play
is over.
Schweikert is a bubbly, energetic
Winnifred, but she doesn't overdo it.
She is equally believable in Winnifred's quieter moments.
Franchi is good, too, as an excep·
tionally child-like Prince Dauntless,
although he has some trouble with
· the ''Song of Love.'' It has to be loud
and strong to be effective, but Fran·
chi's singing is just a bit too quiet. It
is easy to forgive him, though, since
he's such an appealing Dauntless.
Liz Gundrum is delightfully awful
as the sharp-as~nails Queen
Aggravain.
The fairy-tale mood is enhanced by
the colorful, exaggerated costumes
and by a set done entirely in shades
of rose and blue, giving a dreamy,
not-quite-real feeling.
The XU Theatre· Arts Department
and Players have brought to life a
delightful story in Once Upon a
Mallress.
Final performances are December
9, 10 alltl-11 a/8:00p.m. in the Corbett Theatre at Etlgediff. Tick.ets are
$3 (students and senior ·citizens
$2. 00} and may be reserved by calling
the Corbett Theatre Box Office at
961-4570 between noon and 4:00 ·
p.m. Mt!nday through Friday. All
performances are sold out, but there
is a waiting list.

Once Upon A Msttress or the fun he

P.S. E.E .. roo
Good luck Bio. Srudcnrs on' the Lab exam. It's the last
one! Lc:r,'s burn rhe pigs!
DR KNITillR, CONGRATS AND HAVE FUN ON
THE 31ST.: .. MRY and TH.249 ..
Piper Coffeehouse - Grear Time! Where was every·
body?
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